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When the discrete nature of the particle field mattersWhen the discrete nature of the particle field matters

Water droplets in clouds, aerosols, volcano dusts

Plankton dynamics in ocean

Sediment transport

Powder/aggregates 
in turbulent solutions

Particles of small but finite size, and/or with density contrast to the flowParticles of small but finite size, and/or with density contrast to the flow

Particles in conducting
fluids



Fluid phase:
multi-scale flow

Dispersed phase: 
very small particles

Small Inertial particles in labs or in-Small Inertial particles in labs or in-silicosilico

Experiments: optical PT, acoustic PT, LDV techniques
                             complex and specific regimes are accessible

Numerics: I. No exact Eulerian description for particle velocity field
                    Lagrangian models are needed
                   
                    II. Approximate field approach: Equilibrium Euler approach
                     eq. for effective compressible field (small inertia limit)



Fluid phase:
multi-scale flow

Dispersed phase: 
very small particles

Small Inertial particles in labs or in-Small Inertial particles in labs or in-silicosilico

Experiments: optical PT, acoustic PT, LDV techniques
                             complex and specific regimes are accessible

Numerics: 1. Lagrangian approach: point-particle model in NS flows
                        indeed it is very complex to write down NS eqs. with proper BC

                    II. Lagrangian approach in random flows
                         time correlations absent, but “all” regimes accessible



Measure of inertia: part. response time Measure of inertia: part. response time τp  to a fluid time to a fluid time ττ

Small size of the particle does not imply only that fluid motions
at small scale matters

limit St=0limit St=0            tracers limit: particles follow fluid streamlines

limit St = limit St = ∞∞      ballistic limit: a gas of free particles unaffected by  the flow

V1

V2

X1

X2 R = X1 - X2

R <= η :  
flow is smooth, τη is the fluid relevant time scale

R>> η
flow is multiscale, τR~ R2/3 relevant time scale

This implies that at Re -> ∞, any particle has a vanishing inertia



Plan of the talk

üSingle point properties of heavy inertial particles

••  Acceleration statisticsAcceleration statistics
• Preferential concentration & settling

üTwo points properties of heavy inertial particles

•• Spatial inhomogeneous distribution Spatial inhomogeneous distribution
•• Intermittent velocity statistics Intermittent velocity statistics

üConclusions



  Model: the point-particle descriptionModel: the point-particle description

tracerlight β>1     heavy β <1

• very small spherical particles a << η
• particle Re number small
• dilute suspension: no collision
• one-way coupling
• no gravity

Adimensional parameters:
Stokes time
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Maxey & Riley Phys. Fluids 26 (1983); 

Gatignol, Journ. Mecanique Theor. Appli. 1(2) (1983) 

Stokes terminal vel.



Direct Numerical SimulationsDirect Numerical Simulations
Fl
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3D Homogeneous & Isotropic flow
Large-scale forcing F
Regular cubic box, periodic BC

Reλ 105 185 185 400

# Total
particles

32
Mparticles

120 Mparticles 100 Mparticles 2,1 Gparticles

Stokes/
LyapStokes

16 Stokes /

32 Lyap Stokes

16 Stokes /

32 Lyap Stokes

67 Stokes / Froude 21 Stokes / β

DatabaseDatabase



Dynamics is Dynamics is dissipativedissipative in the phase space of dimension  2D  in the phase space of dimension  2D 

If the fluid flowu is smooth (e.g. below Kolmogorov scale η )

Particle dynamics takes place on a (multi)fractal attractor in R2D 

Particles motion as a chaotic dynamical systemParticles motion as a chaotic dynamical system

stability matrix

strain matrix



Inertial particles at small-scale :Inertial particles at small-scale :
stationary propertiesstationary properties



Inertial Particles Preferential ConcentrationInertial Particles Preferential Concentration

HEAVY are ejected from vorticesare ejected from vortices           LIGHT are trapped into vortices are trapped into vortices

MaxeyMaxey ʼ̓s small inertia approximation:s small inertia approximation:

S strainstrain
Ω vorticity

St

Calzavarini, Cencini, Lohse, Toschi, PRL 101 ( 2008 )



At increasing St: strong depletion of both
rms acc. and pdf tails. Note the sharp fall
off of the flatness.

Residual dependence on Re very similar to
that observed for tracers.

Acceleration statistics (no gravity, β=0)

S.Ayyalasomayajula et al. Phys. Rev.Lett. 97, (2006)



Two mechanisms on particle acceleration

Preferential concentration Filtering



Preferential concentration

wFluid acceleration

wFluid acc. conditioned on particle positions

wHeavy particle acceleration



Filtering

wFluid acceleration

wFiltered fluid acc. along fluid trajectories

wHeavy particle acceleration



How gravity modifies these
observations?



Preferential concentration

gravity reduces preferential concentration of heavy particles
in hyperbolic regions

Fluid strain matrix Hyperbolic ΔΔ≤≤00          Non-hyperbolic ΔΔ>0>0



Particle settling

Wang & Maxey  JFM (1993)

Increased settling velocity as a result of:
I. inertial clustering
II. time correlations with flow structures

              modeling probably requires both single point and 
two-points properties



Acceleration statistics, with gravity

acc
x           z

Interplay of spatial sampling and and temporal correlations with flow



Summarising

In the absence of inertia, acceleration PDF results from the interplay
of preferential concentration and time filtering.
Inertia depletes acceleration variance.

In the presence of gravity, acceleration large fluctuations are depleted 
While small fluctuations have a non monotonic behaviour.

Increment in settling velocity results from an interplay of inertia
and interactions with flow structures (see Wang & Maxey 1993).

A simple model for settling velocity would be needed (under development).

Two points measurements (clustering & relative velocity) to estimate
ghost collisions rates are ongoing.



Plan of the talk

üSingle point properties of heavy inertial particles

••  Acceleration statisticsAcceleration statistics
• Preferential concentration & settling

üTwo points properties of heavy inertial particles

•• Spatial inhomogeneous distribution Spatial inhomogeneous distribution
•• Intermittent velocity statistics Intermittent velocity statistics

üConclusions



PROBLEM SET-UP

GOAL
• Understand what is the spatial distribution & the velocity distribution of
heavy particles at changing particle inertia St=[a, ρa] and level of turbulence Reλ

• Assess the relation if it exists among velocity statistics and spatial distribution

• Relevance for estimate of particle collision rates

Spatial Spatial 
distributiondistribution

Velocity Velocity 
distributiondistribution



Heavy particle spatial distribution at dissipative
& inertial range scales

small-scale clusteringpreferential concentration

Ø Dissipative scales

Ø Inertial range scales

Characterize particle distribution in terms of mass in a sphere of radius r:

Grassberger 1983 ; Hentschel & Procaccia, 1983



Quantifying Inertial Particles clusteringQuantifying Inertial Particles clustering

Cumulative Probability to find 2 particles at a distance R
smaller than R< r

Alternatively, consider the radial distribution function

β =0  very heavy particles



Clustering at small scales r << Clustering at small scales r << ηη

β =0

Calzavarini Calzavarini et al. JFM 607 ( 2008)et al. JFM 607 ( 2008)

Heavy min at St ~ 0.6

Light   min at St ~ 1
much stronger

Weak or absent
Reynolds dependency

Correlation dimension DCorrelation dimension D22



Heavy Particles mass distribution
By large-deviation formalism for dissipative dynamical systems,
the cumulative probability to observe “n” particles within a distance R < r:

In multiple interactions,
deviation from uniform Poisson PDF are even more important

r

Generalised
Fractal  Dimensions Dn

for very heavy particles

Since Dn ≠ Dm 
mass has a multifractal distribution.



Observations about small-scale clusteringObservations about small-scale clustering
Particle velocity field is compressible even if the flow u is uncompressible
 
• Preferential concentration Preferential concentration 
  Correlation of particles position with   Correlation of particles position with flow structuresflow structures, with typical lifetime, with typical lifetime

• Clustering at very small scales r << η is maximal for τp ∼ τη 
  Particle mass distribution is multifractal

In NS turbulence, qualitatively:
Small-scale clustering                     preferential concentration



Coarse-grained particle density at  η << r <<L

We measure PDF of the coarse-grained particle density:

Compute number density ρ of particles within a of cell scale r :

Quasi-Lagrangian measure to reduce finite N effects at ρ <<1

r



Quasi-Lagrangian particle density distribution

r = L/16r = L/16

τp

Poisson, tracers case

Faster than exponential
tail at larger density

Algebraic tail at low density: 
signature of empty regions of scale r in the inertial range 

Rλ = 185

PDF at fixed the scale r & variable Stokes time τp 



Algebraic tails at low particle density ρ <<1

we have

(tracers limit)

                       (non zero prob. to have empty areas)

St

we have



  PDF behaviour at changing (r,τp)

We measure similar distribution P(QL)
r,τ(r) :

at [fixed scale r & variable τp]          or        [ fixing τp & varying r]
Equivalence of two asymptotics:

In both limits, uniform distribution is expected,
So how is this limit approached? Which rescaling ?

Using Maxey approx., the effective compressibilityUsing Maxey approx., the effective compressibility  for particles is:for particles is:  

We defineWe define  the the rate of contraction of a particle ball of size r: of a particle ball of size r:

The pressure gradient scaling defines the contraction rate  



Numerical Results

Adimensional contraction rate
(due to pressure scaling in our DNS) 



Dissipative & inertial clustering: summary
 At dissipative scales:

ØParticle mass distribution depends on the Stokes number St only
       no detected dependence on Reynolds (Collins & Keswani 2004)

ØThis picture is the same as in smooth random flow
          (Bec 2005; Bec, Celani, Cencini, Musacchio 2005)

At inertial range scales:
Ø Coarse-grained particle density has an algebraic tail for ρ ~ 0
(voids) and a faster than exponential decay at large value

Ø The contraction rate                 is the physical parameter to
rescale mass, a very nice collapse is observed.
Large scale sweeping plays a role that is absent in random flows.



Inertial particles stationary velocitiesInertial particles stationary velocities

The case of very heavy particles The case of very heavy particles ββ = 0  = 0 



Inertial particle stationary velocitiesInertial particle stationary velocities

HINT:HINT:
For LARGE St, particles tend to come close with very different velocitiesFor LARGE St, particles tend to come close with very different velocities

particle velocity gradients can blow up,if inertia is high

Consider: 

Pumir & Falkovich, JAS 64, 2007

““sling effectsling effect””

“CAUSTICS”    Wilkinson & Mehlig EPL 71, 2005



V1

V2

X1

X2

Stationary moments of velocity differences

DISSIPATIVE RANGE                                         INERTIAL RANGE          



INERTIAL RANGE scale-by-scale behaviour

For low  St(r)<<1, inertia is negligible & local exponent recovers the tracer limit  ξ1 ~ 1/3
At higher St(r), local exponent tend to the ballisitc  uncorrelated limit ξ1 ~ 0

TRACER

BALLISTIC



u(x,t)

x

r

V(x,t)

differentiabledifferentiable

uncorrelateduncorrelated

Tracer limit

Ballistic limit

DISSIPATIVE RANGE scale-by-scale behaviour r<<η

As soon as St>0,
quasi-singularities appear.

At St ~ 10,
quasi-singularities dominate
the velocity difference stat.
& particle Correlation
Dimension D2 ---> 3



Moments of relative velocities in the dissipative rangeMoments of relative velocities in the dissipative range

Saturation 
values 

St

BIFRACTAL BEHAVIOUR
smooth events

singular events



How do How do singular evenssingular evens appear & relate to particle spatial appear & relate to particle spatial
properties at very small scales  r << properties at very small scales  r << ηη??

?

Intermittency of velocity
scaling exponents ξp 

Clustering measured by
correlation dimension D2



To have a full control, we need  the steady-state joint Probability of particles separation &
relative velocity

In 1D Model, in the limit of St >>1 & Ku-->0,  PDF can be factorized
                                                                                              (Gustavsson & Mehlig 2010)

HINT FROM RANDOM 1D & 2D FLOWS
Velocity modulus St--> 0 St >> 1

(Bec, Celani, Cencini, Musacchio PoF 2005)



Extension of 1D model prediction to D-dimensional case

It has been suggested that 

Singular events activated 
as soon as St > 0.

Smooth term,
 with O(1) prefactor

So fractal dimension

Dcaust = D2 (St) < 3



About heavy particles relative velocities

Heavy Particle Relative velocity statistics is very intermittent

Quasi-singularities become more and more relevant as Stokes number increases.
In the INERTIAL RANGE, relevant parameter St(r),
while in the DISSIPATIVE RANGE St=τa/τη.   Trends are Similar.

DISSIPATIVE RANGE: Bifractal statistics.
Quasi-singularities  or  caustics  possess a typical amplitude
( as fronts in passive scalar turbulence)
Velocity scaling exponents, as well as clustering properties, independent of Reλ

For St>1, velocity jumps and fractal clustering of particle are related.

For St<1, not clear if the statistical weight of singular events relate to clustering.
Behaviour at very small St & very small scale r is a challenge for DNS.



Conclusions

1. At small scales
Inertia lead to non trivial behaviours for heavy particles 

      clustering & quasi-singular velocity statistics, and change with St.
      If St >1, these two properties are also connected. 
      
2. At small scales 
      Heavy Particles Velocity increments have a bi-fractal statistics: 
      Caustics dominate for large-Stokes/ large-orders

 Smooth increments dominate for small-Stokes/small-orders.

3.  Heavy particles
      Caustics strongly influence particle separation up to inertial

range scales (especially for large Stokes).
      



Perspectives

Relation small-scale velocity statistics & spat. distribution 
is still open  

A key problem is collisions rate of heavy particles in turbulence, 
                clean understading is still lacking

   Will hydrodynamic interactions smooth out small scale mass singularities? 
                e.g. Fouxon 2012

A nice description of these results in case of polydisperse solution is to be done

Particle size distribution with condensational &
   collision-coalescence growth still needs further investigation

Tracer & heavy particle Lagrangian modeling with multiple-points interactions 
for LES is a challenge 
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Thanks for your attention


